Is that really you, God?
'We got here by chance', didn't we? Let's
think about that for a minute.
That delightful painting hanging on your
wall didn't merely 'get there by chance'. A
careful search will usually show the
signature of the artist. The artwork as such
proves there is an artist.
How about your wrist-watch: did that
simply appear by chance? Of course not. A
watch-designer and watch-maker made sure
that you have your time-piece. The watch
proves the existence of a watch-designer …
and watch-maker.
Consider the Westpac Rescue helicopter that scoots overhead from time to time.
Did it get up there by chance? No! There is a design team led by the head designer.
The designers' fingerprints are evident – from door-catches to passenger seats,
winch mechanism to rotor blades. The existence of a helicopter again proves that it
has a designer … and a maker.
The complete mapping of the human genome is an amazing feat. This information
can be thought of as the basic set of inheritable 'instructions' for the development &
function of a human being. These instructions come with an incredibly detailed
blueprint for building every human cell - the fact that there are instructions implies
that there is an Intelligent Instructor who encoded and laid out these instructions.
We congratulate the joy-filled parents of a new-born baby, but the birth reveals
more about the unseen and caring, intelligent Designer.
It doesn't take much thought to see that the myriad of different animals and plants,
suns, moons and planets – in fact the whole of the universe – all give glory to this
far-above-us Designer.
But what would it mean for you if this Designer communicated with mankind, with
you?
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About our Church Community...
Tanilba CRC is a Community Church that
began on the Peninsula over 50 years ago.
We believe in the Bible. We believe that
Life is a Gift and we believe that God has
created us to know Him and to live for Him in true family and community
through His Son, Jesus.
If you would like to find out more about our Church's activities on the Tilligerry
Peninsula, we invite you to contact us or attend one of our Regular Activities for
more information. Our service on Sunday starts at 9am. All are welcome.

